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Net Realized Profit/Loss is one of the
key on-chain metrics used by crypto
trades as it calculates the net profit or
loss for all assets spent over the time
frame considered. In this way, the
metric provides a reflection of
aggregate market sentiment, capital
inflows or outflows, and trends in
network profitability. 

As we can see in the chart attached,
the metric is providing neutral values
which can signal that a bottom is near.
The Net Realized P/L chart is printing
an interesting pattern observed in the
past as bottoms are put in when
sellers stop selling.

Neutral values are printed when a big
proportion of highly profitable coins
remain dormant and there is a
possibility of a price bounce. 
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In the past (August 21), the current neutral values have signalled a 'buy the dip' in an established trend. After August 21, the indicator spiked
considerably up to $4Bn.The chart is now exhibiting similar characteristics to the July 21 sell-off to $29k (Point 3) which simply didn't have the bearish
follow-through to break prices down to new lows. Another interpretation of this event may be that smart money may not be willing to sell at the
current prices (fewer profits taken) and new local top buyers are now capitulating at the correction lows.

Net Realised Profit/Loss 
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Deposits and withdrawals into and from exchanges have become a popular on-chain data point.  The chart shows that there has been a
decline in the number of traders depositing to crypto exchanges,  reaching 41k/day in the current times. On the other hand, exchange
withdrawals seem to be holding steady at around 40k to 48k/day. The consolidation in the number of withdrawals is an indication that the
HODLers remain strong even in turbulent market situations.  

Exchange deposits and withdrawals
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The chart above, which shows a 30-day EMA of exchange net flows, indicates that the outflow from exchanges is still more than the inflows.
Nonetheless, the trend for exchange outflows is softening substantially compared with the levels seen on July 21, Nov 21 and Jan 22.  For the market
to turn bullish, the metric must print inflows close to the ones experienced in May last year. The geopolitical events occurring at the moment may be
affecting the inflows negatively, which is an important external factor that must be considered by analysts.  

Net Transfer Volume from/to exchanges 
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The Realized Cap HODL is now trading at
monthly highs, indicating that 72% of the
USD value stored in Bitcoin is now held
by coins 3mths and older, a behaviour
that is only seen in bear markets. 

At the start of a bear market, investors
accumulate cheap coins to sell them
during bullish markets. Nonetheless, 
 when the bottom is approaching long-
term investors no longer go for low-cap
altcoins and move their holdings to major
crypto assets and simultaneously slow
their spending. 

At the time of this analysis, there is a
clear accumulation bottom, which means
that there is an increased long-term
conviction to accumulate and hold tokens. 

Realized CAP HODL Waves 
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Bitcoin Non-Zero address is a metric that
shows the number of wallets containing
even the smallest fraction of BTC. 

The number of overall addresses has
climbed to all-time highs. The metric
spiked up significantly in February
reaching over 40 million. A reason for this
positive change in BTC adoption could be
the outbreak of the Russia-Ukraine war,
which is encouraging large entities to
make substantial transfers across
alternative methods.

Last week, the US, Britain, the EU and
Canada decided to remove Russia’s
access to the Swift international banking
payment system. This last sanction has
encouraged many financial institutions in
Eastern countries to move to
cryptocurrencies as the last resource.  
 

Non-Zero Addresses 
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The number of BTC whales has also increased considerably in the last few days. The chart attached shows that "wholecoiners" (entities owning at least
one full bitcoin) have now tapped a 10-month high, hitting a historical amount of 800,000  wallets.
 

Number of Addresses holding 1+Coins
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The BTC Token Circulation chart shows that the metric has now hit a 9-month high which could reveal how polarised traders have
become as a result of international conflicts.  The amount of tokens in circulation also converges with the total BTC Whale Transaction
Count metric indicating that whales have made historical transactions in the last few days. Last week, both metrics peaked at ATHs,
counting as the largest amount of both $100k+ and $1m+ $BTC transactions since January, with prices jumping +15% in the following
week. 

BTC Token Circulation BTC Whale Transaction Count  
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